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Important Notices; 
Updated Grades @ POWERSCHOOL http://pschool.aaps.k12.mi.us/public/ 
Visit http://ScienceGuyInATie.com for online newsletter & photo’s, etc 
New Life Skill Words this month, Listening & Respect 
HW Assigned, check http://SGIAT.com assignments section 
PBS Career Journal #2 due Monday 
New Guy In A Tie Podcast http://GuyInATie.com  
Dear Principles of Biomedical Science (PBS) & ACIS students and parents, 
 ACIS Is an atom an element?  Is an element an atom?  What is a compound and 
how is this important in understanding calories and energy transfer?  Whew.  My brain 
hurts from thinking about all the great science we have learned this week.  Students had a 
quick review of middle school elements and we moved into building molecular 
molecules.  See ScienceGuyInATie.com for student photos and movies of the 
marshmallow calorie lab, molecule lab and Candy Compounds; A Lab for Smarties. 
 Students were assigned a photosynthesis reading that builds on our learning of 
atoms, elements, compounds and energy transfer.  Please keep up with the ACT Word 
Wall Words.  Below are all the new words for the next quiz.  Good luck and be thorough.  
It is in your best interest to do the Two-Column Notes on them.  9th grade parents if you 
are concerned about your child’s learning please do not hesitate to call or email me (see 
below).  Also congrats to Guy In A Tie paper plate 5 Au Stars Awardees. 
 PBS I love my magnet students.  Today we had a little party as we settle into a 
big Heart Attack Unit to determine cause of victim, Anna.  Students are starting to 
gain their confidence that there will be many problems and things that they have 
never seen before yet with a strong belief in themselves they will succeed.  
Remember the class slogan; You will all succeed.  The class motto is;  Effort = 
Success. 
 We used the evidence chart from the autopsy to focus on the heart attack 
possibility. Students are beginning to look at the role of circulatory system in 
maintaining homeostasis by examining the structure and function of the heart and the 
engineering principles of fluid mechanics involved in pumping blood efficiently. 
They had a great time building a pump.  See below…… 
 This week the newsletter is brought to you by Jacob Sheets and Luke Paschal 
            “On Monday we reviewed for the test on Tuesday and caught up on late work. 
On Tuesday we took the test and we all got good grades. After the test we did the 
documentation protocol. On Wednesday we started unit 2, which is the Heart attack 
unit. We started with learning how the heart works by making a pump to simulate 
what the heart does. We did this by using a balloon to force water from one flask to 
another flask through rubber tubing. On Friday we got ready for the heart dissection. 
Overall it was a fun and educational week.” 
 Good job Luke and Jake.  Please complete the next Career Journal: Forensic 
Pathologist or Medical Examiner, Toxicologist, Morgue Assistant.  Use the grading 
rubric.  Please be thorough. 
    



Make up and grades.   Remember you only have one week to make up a lab after that the lab is 
cleaned up.  Please see make-up policy online.  Lunch time seems to be working the best for students. 
  

ACIS Word Wall Words: The words for this week are: bond, Element, 
compound, mixture, Photosynthesis, Chloroplast, Carbon dioxide, 
Oxygen, ATP, Chlorophyll, Energy, Reactant, Product, Catalyst, 
monosaccharide, disaccharide, polysaccharide, dehydration. (View 

ScienceGuyInATie.com for complete list.)   Students are encouraged to use these 
words, as they are the terms as identified on the 11th grade MME/ACT test.  
 
GUY IN A TIE Podcast, Avoid the 10% Trap.  Check out the show over the 
weekend. 
 
Am I using to many words? Are you using too many words when things are 

going wrong with your teens? I struggle with this, too! There seems to be a 
part of my brain…the "lecture lobe"…that occasionally takes over.  

 
The more words we use when our teens are upset or acting out, the 

less effective we become. Every syllable just feeds the fire!  
 
Why is this so? All teens crave attention and recognition from the adults in their 

lives. Extremely easy-going teens generally prefer the positive variety. In fact, 
they'll do just about anything to get it. In contrast, challenging teenage students 
often get addicted to the negative…particularly when we fall into the habit of 
talking too much when they're not behaving well. Once this negative cycle gets 
started, my students spend more and more time trying to push my buttons…so 
that they can hear more exciting lectures laced with emotion.  

 
To combat this I remember the following:  Save the words for happy times!  
 
This helps me take care of myself to model for my students that the best way to 

get attention is to behave respectful and responsible.  Kindness, Politeness and 
Thoroughness are the keys to success in Mr. Bradley’s classes.  I try to model 
this everyday.  How am I doing?  Who cares, the real question is, how are you 
doing?  

 
Since we are working toward the same goal, it is important for us to communicate often. I will 
keep sending home a newsletter on a regular basis informing you of our activities. Please feel 
free (I do like to hear from you) to e-mail (bradleyj@aaps.k12.mi.us) or call (school; 994-6515, 
ext 55448) if you have a question or concern. Writing notes is also a good way to share 
information.  
 
Regards, Mr. Bradley www.ScienceGuyInATie.com bradleyj@aaps.k12.mi.us  
 

 October Life Skill words; Listening & Respect, check out the link on 
SGIAT.com.   Earn extra credit and do a podcast of this month’s life skill words. 
 

 


